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Concrete staining is a process in which reactive type stains color the surfaces of
polished and unpolished concrete. Stained concrete creates a low maintenance
high-end look with the durability of concrete. A great maintenance cost savings over
vinyl tile by eliminating stripping, waxing and refinishing.
Stain can be applied utilizing many
application methods.
Color blending can create a marbled or
variegated look on most concrete
surfaces.
At Flor-Tec we offer a wide range of color
options including Vivid and Spectrum
brands.

Multiple applications can provide dense,
almost solid, color, while higher dilution
can create a translucent subtle look.
Staining brings out the character of
concrete slabs, highlighting color
variations and natural patterns.

This system is not only suited for retail
applications; it is also a great flooring
solutions for plants, offices, showrooms,
and anywhere translucent colored
concrete is desired.
Water and oil repellent Petrotex
treatment can be added to resist staining
in dirty environments.

Scoring lines and concrete polishing can
develop the look of highly polished stone
and create points for color changes.
Epoxy and urethane coatings can be
utilized to create low cost borders and
accents. Concrete Densifier can be
applied to polished and unpolished floors
to increase abrasion resistance.
Acrylic sealers can also be used on
unpolished floors as wear coat. Joint
Tite 750 polyurea is a great option for
filling saw cuts.

Staining and sealing concrete
produces a natural look and feel with
less maintenance that many other
floor coverings, although unpolished
surfaces will require an occasional resealing.

Polishing,

staining, multipliable colors, and
scoring can create unlimited design elements
and accents.

Stained and polished concrete are great
choices for flooring in many types of
environments; so, Use your imagination.

The possibilities and applications are almost endless.
Call or e-mail us to discuss your flooring application needs with the dedicated and
experienced polymer flooring professionals at Flor-Tec Inc.
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